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Report: 
Introduction 
Using the unique blown powder manufacturing process 
replicator (BAMPR-II), shown in figure 1, we performed in-
situ radiography of Directed Energy Deposition Additive 
Manufacturing (DED-AM) on an ultrasonic (US) sonotrode. 
The experiments are a first of their kind, and initial analysis 
shows strong effects of the ultrasound including evidence of 
cavitation and the small parameter space where it occurs. 
This initial report has been compiled shortly after the 
beamtime and further details will be added as the results are 
studied in more detail. 
 
Methodology 
For the experimental work, we printed directly on a 
ultrasonic sonotrode made from Titanium. Experiments 
were performed using both Ti-6242 and RR1000 alloys. The material was directly deposited and melted in 
tracks directly onto the sonotrode. A parameter space was studied looking at the effect of the ultrasonic 
amplitude of the probe, position on the probe, the laser power, scan speed and powder material. Tests were 
also performed without powder to demonstrate the effect on welding. The amplitude of the vibration changes 
along the probe length, allowing us to fine tune the amplitude by ‘building’ on different positions of the probe. 
 
Results 
Results have demonstrated that there is a small operating window to obtain a good build. If the ultrasound 
amplitude is too high, the melt pool can be ejected. This is dependent on surface tension and so there was 
more success with a smaller melt pool.  

 
Fig. 1. (a) New BAMPR-II rig with built in ultra-fast 
IR imaging, (b) preliminary synchrotron X-ray results 
(DLS). 



Figure 2 shows the effect of an increase in the ultrasound 
intensity. All processing parameters are the same, except for the 
US amplitude. 2(a) shows a normal build without US. 2(b) a 
build with a 20% probe amplitude far from the tip (low 
amplitude) and 2(c) shows the same amplitude but near to the 
tip (high amplitude). The figure shows how the change in the 
US amplitude has an extreme effect. The build without US 
shows the typical DED melt pool shape. With a low intensity 
US, the top surface of the melt pool changes dramatically 
leading to a shallower melt pool. A high intensity build shows 
ejection of the melt pool, leading to the laser penetrating deep 
into sonotrode and creating a ‘key-hole’ like effect. In the low 
amplitude case, “non-inertial” cavitation was observed, where 
the bubbles pulse but don’t seem to implode as would be seen in 
full “inertial cavitation”. This is shown in Figure 3, where bubbles oscillate between large and small radii due 
to the changing acoustic pressures.  

 
We also performed a study of laser welding where inertia ejects the melt allowing the laser to penetrate 
deeper. These results are yet to be plotted and will be added to this report in future.  
 
Unfortunately, having been let down by our supplier for our primary design of the US equipment, we had to 
fall to back to a secondary plan at short notice. This secondary plan was to use an existing US generator that 
had geometric, amplitude and power constraints compared to our primary design. This restricted the parameter 
space that we could explore and while we have achieved impressive results, it has raised a significant number 
of key research questions. With improved equipment we could detail more cavitation events and test with 
further materials. 
 
Future Plans 
We intend to publish at least one high impact journal paper from results so far on the US welding study. A 
further paper on the evidence of cavitation could be published based on our findings thus far, but it would not 
be as high impact as the scientific findings warrant. We are therefore applying for a further beamtime to study 
this phenomenon in more detail with new and refined equipment including finely tuneable US amplitude, 
orientation of US excitation and varying materials. With this new equipment we will demonstrate full inertial 
cavitation and show the desired degassing and grain refinement. As we study the existing results in more 
detail, we anticipate there will be other avenues for publication and exploration. 

 
Figure 2: Effect of ultrasound and the 
position on the probe. (a) no ultrasound, 
(b) far from the tip of the probe and (c) 
near the tip of the probe 

 
Figure 3: Bubbles pulsating due to US pressures, demonstrating cavitation. 


